Genetic population replacement for insect control: a new method for estimating fitness and generation time of continuously-breeding competing strains.
A model of complete underdominance that applies to population replacement for insect control by compound autosomes or compound; free arm strains, has been used to develop a new technique for estimating fitness and generation time in continuously-breeding competing populations, without resorting to measurement of birth rate, survivorship etc. The method is statistical and uses successive intervals of various sizes in an estimation equation. Estimates of fitness and generation time are revealed as a result of convergence of data from competitions in which a strain either becomes fixed or is eliminated in a mixed population. The technique has been applied to data from Drosophila melanogaster cage competitions with believable results. Difficulties resulting from the frequency dependence of the estimates over time and the inherent cyclicity of the population competition data are evaluated. Fitness estimates from this method of successive intervals are lower than those from another unstable equilibrium method. The former technique measures fitness in population at carrying capacity in which density-dependence is prominent, whereas the latter method is applicable only to populations in which density-dependence is negligible. The implications to insect control of an estimation procedure which yields fitness values for continuously-breeding populations under conditions of density dependence are discussed.